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Having a data plot is not the same as knowing what is going on. 
Your goal is not just to take some data, but to do some interpretation. 
• (1) What you see depends on where and how you look 
• (2) Parameters in ISR data can be ambiguous 
• (3) Knowing some physics helps you make sense of the data 
• (4) Combining with data from other instruments gives better context 

Here we will show some practical examples of how simple processes can look quite different, depending on what kind 
of experiment you are running. 

Always remember: 
• The data can depend strongly on the design of the experiment 
• The ISR technique can be prone to both systematic and random errors 
• If the data look unusual – be suspicious! 
• Eliminate possible sources of error before you publish your new discovery! 

  

Introduction



• Electron Density Ne (m-3) 

• Electron Temperature (K) 

• Ion Temperature (K) 

• Line-of-sight ion velocity (ms-1)

A simple EISCAT data set
CP1: Field-aligned data



What can we see in this plot? 

• The height structure of the E and F regions 

• The diurnal variation of the ionosphere 

• Aurora 

• Electron and (maybe) ion heating 

• Density troughs(?) 

• Plasma blobs(?) 

• Atmospheric tides(?) 

Generally it all makes sense!

A simple EISCAT data set



More CP1 data (wintertime)



More CP1 data (summertime)



What about these data?











What about these data?



What about these data?

















What about these data?

















Is the feature moving in altitude or latitude?

• How can we tell whether we are observing an 
altitude-dependent process or a latitude-dependent 
process? 

• Use our knowledge of physics to determine which 
kind of variation is more likely. 

• Sometimes this can be easy because of the way that 
parameters change with height (or don’t…)









Where is Vperp independent of height? 



Moving in altitude or latitude?













A word about recombination
• Of course, an O+ atom can directly recombine with a free electron: 

• O+ + e- → O + hν  (with rate αr) 
• But this turns out to be quite slow 

• In fact, atomic ions turn into molecular ions more quickly than they recombine 

• Hence a quicker process can be rearrangement, followed by dissociative recombination (e.g. with 
N2 molecules): 

• O+ + N2 → NO+ + N (with rate k1[O+][N2] ) 
• NO+ + e- → N + O (with rate α1[NO+]Ne) 

• The same thing can be done with O2 molecules 
• O+ + O2 → O2+ + O (with rate k2[O+][O2]) 
• O2+ + e- → O + O (with rate α2 [O2+]Ne)



What do those rates depend on?
• αr = 7.8 x 10-14 (Te/300)-0.5 

• α1 = 2.1 x 10-13 (Te/300)-0.85 

• α2 = 1.9 x 10-13 (Te/300)-0.5 

• k1 = 2.0 x 10-18 

• k2 = 2.0 x 10-17 (Tr/300)-0.4 

– Tr = (Ti+Te)/2 

So, the hotter the plasma, the quicker it recombines, and we often see F-
region density depletions associated with high temperature













Westward velocity up, eastward velocity down





































A note on field-aligned features

• The above slides give the impression that a 
field-aligned feature is seen as a single time-
point by a field-aligned dish. 

• In reality that is not true, because: 
– Auroral precipitation can be spatially extended 
– Its motion can be very complicated 
– Sources can be dispersive as a function of time









Note: Scans can take a 
long time, compared to 
the process that you are 
trying to study! 
CP3 = 30 minutes



Remember that EISCAT is not the only 
Instrument in the world! You have other ISRs, 
SuperDARN, spacecraft, optics etc. etc.



Tx Rx



Remember that EISCAT is not the only 
Instrument in the world! You have other ISRs, 
SuperDARN, spacecraft, optics etc. etc.









Identifying the cusp region  
(especially relevant to EISCAT Svalbard Radar)

• High-latitude midday sector 
• Characterised by low-energy precipitation 
• Solar wind driven dynamics 
• Reconnection transients etc. 
• Features move north at noon MLT when Bz south  

(and vice versa) 
• Cusp precipitation gives high Ne, elevated Te 
• Polar cap patch might give high Ne, low Te











Conclusions
• When trying to interpret ISR data, remember: 

– The data can contain random and systematic errors 
– Beware of time/space ambiguities 
– Treat unusual events with suspicion (check raw data if possible) 
– Data can be ambiguous (e.g. ion temperature/ion mass) 
– Use your knowledge of physics and ask yourself what is reasonable 
– Make as certain as possible that your “event” is real! 

• For EISCAT data in particular, remember 
– The high-latitude region is highly structured in latitude and longitude 
– The ionosphere responds dynamically to the solar wind 
– There is a danger of convolving altitude variations with latitude/longitude variations 

(unless you look field-aligned) 
– Looking in any one direction, you miss what is happening in others. 
– Scanning modes can take a long time, compared to physical processes.



Conclusions
• Good experiment design is critical 

– Think about times, scale sizes and measurements needed 
– Make sure your experiment and analysis are appropriate to the conditions 
– Being too ambitious (e.g. with multi-point scans) can destroy your experiment!! 

• Even ISR data do not tell you everything! 
– Use supporting data from other instruments to provide context 
– Optical/magnetometer/SuperDARN are all good ground-based data sources 
– Satellite data can also be very valuable (e.g. DMSP, Cluster) 

• Keep an open mind! 
– “If you torture the data enough it will confess to anything!” 
– Don’t try too hard to make the data fit your story 
– Avoid over-interpretation of poor data






























